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Developmental psychology uses scientiﬁc research methods to study the changes
that occur in human beings over the course of their lives.
LEARNING OBJECTIVE [ edit ]
Assess the various scientific research methods for investigating human development

KEY POINTS [ edit ]
To study changes in individuals over time, developmental psychologists use systematic observation; selfreports, clinical interviews, or structured observation; case studies; and ethnography or participant
observation.
Three common research methods are the experimental method (which investigates cause and effect),
correlational method (which explores relationships between variables), and the case study approach (which
provides in-depth information about a particular case).
Regardless of whether studies employ the experimental, correlational, or case study methodology, they can
use research designs or logical frameworks to make key comparisons within research studies.
Common research designs include longitudinal, cross-sectional, sequential, and microgenetic designs.

TERMS [ edit ]

cohort
A demographic grouping of people, especially those in a defined age group, or sharing a common characteristic.

Longitudinal
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Sampling data over time rather than merely once.

ethnography
The branch of anthropology that scientifically describes specific human cultures and societies.

correlation
One of the several measures of the linear statistical relationship between two random variables, indicating the
strength of the relationship but not necessarily the causation.
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FULL TEXT [ edit ]

Research Methods
Developmental psychology employs many of the research methods used in other areas of psychology; however,
infants and children cannot be tested in the same ways as adults. To study changes in individuals over time,
developmental psychologists use systematic observation, including naturalistic or structured observation; selfreports, which could be clinical interviews or structured observation; clinical or case study methods; and
ethnography or participant observation. Three research methods used include the experimental, correlational,
and case study approach.

Experimental Research
The experimental method involves actual manipulation of treatments, circumstances, or events to which the
participant or subject is exposed. This design points to cause-and-effect relationships and thus allows for strong
inferences to be made about causal relationships between the manipulation of one or more independent
variables and subsequent subject behavior. A limit to this method is that the artificial environment in which the
experiment is conducted may not be applicable to the general population.

Correlational Research
The correlational method explores the relationship between two or more events by gathering information about
these variables without researcher intervention. The advantage of using a correlational design is that it
estimates the strength of a relationship among variables in the natural environment. However, the limitation is
that it can only indicate that a relationship exists between the variables; it cannot determine which one caused
the other.

Case Study
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In a case study, developmental psychologists collect a great deal of information from one individual in order to
better understand physical and psychological changes over his or her lifespan. Data can be collected through
the use of interviews, structured questionnaires, observation, and test scores. This particular approach is an
excellent way to better understand individuals who are exceptional in some way, but it is especially prone to
researcher bias in interpretation, and it is difficult to generalize conclusions to the larger population.

Research Designs
Regardless of whether studies employ the experimental, correlational, or case study methodology, they can use
research designs or logical frameworks to make key comparisons within research studies. These include
longitudinal, crosssectional, sequential, and microgenetic designs.

Longitudinal Design
In a longitudinal study, a researcher observes many individuals born at or around the same time (a cohort) and
carries out new observations as members of the cohort age. This method can be used to draw conclusions about
which types of development are universal (or normative) and occur in most members of a cohort. Researchers
may also observe ways that development varies between individuals and hypothesize the causes of such
variation. Longitudinal studies often require large amounts of time and funding, making them unfeasible in
some situations. Also, because members of a cohort all experience historical events unique to their generation,
apparently normative developmental trends may only be universal to the cohort itself.

Longitudinal Designs
Children experience rapid physical changes through infancy and early childhood. In a longitudinal study, a
researcher observes many individuals born at or around the same time and observes them as they age. (credit
"left": modification of work by Kerry Ceszyk; credit "middleleft": modification of work by Kristi Fausel; credit
"middleright": modification of work by "devinf"/Flickr; credit "right": modification of work by Rose Spielman)

Cross-Sectional Design
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In a cross-sectional study, a researcher observes differences between individuals of different ages at the same
time. This generally requires fewer resources than the longitudinal method, and because the individuals come
from different cohorts, shared historical events are not as unique. However, this method may not be the most
effective way to study differences between participants, as these differences may result not from their different
ages but from their exposure to different historical events.

Cross-Sequential Design
Cross-sequential designs combine both longitudinal and cross-sectional design methodologies. A researcher
observes members of different birth cohorts at the same time, and then tracks all participants over time,
charting changes in the groups. While much more resource-intensive, this method results in a clearer
distinction between changes that can be attributed to individual or historical environment and changes that are
truly universal.

Microgenetic Design
Microgenetic design studies the same cohort over a short period of time. In contrast to longitudinal and crosssectional designs, which provide broad outlines of the process of change, microgenetic designs provide an indepth analysis of children's behavior while it is changing.
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Developmental psychologists utilize which of the following:
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KEY TERM REFERENCE

Interpretation

— Appears in these related concepts: Learning to Listen, Heuristics and Cognitive

Biases, and Interpretation

bias

— Appears in these related concepts: Gender Bias, Context of Culture and Gender, and Social

Psychology

case study

— Appears in these related concepts: Psychology and the Scientific Method, Principles

of Writing in the Sciences, and Case Studies

clinical

— Appears in these related concepts: Overview of Personality Assessment, Validity and

Reliability of Personality Assessments, and Introduction to Psychotherapy

experiment

— Appears in these related concepts: Fundamentals of Probability, Descriptive and

Correlational Statistics, and Primary Market Research

independent variable

— Appears in these related concepts: Graphical Representations of

Functions, Converting between Exponential and Logarithmic Equations, and What is a Quadratic Function?

inference

— Appears in these related concepts: Descriptive Research, Relationships and Families

in Adulthood, and Reasoning and Inference

intervention

— Appears in these related concepts: Cleveland and the Special Interests,

Determinants of Supply, and Preventing Psychological Disorders

mores

— Appears in these related concepts: Folkways and Mores, Counterculture, and Human

Sexuality and Culture

normative

— Appears in these related concepts: Types of Organizational Culture, Why Study

Organizational Theory?, and Personality Testing in the Workplace

population

— Appears in these related concepts: The Functionalist Perspective on Deviance,

Quorum Sensing, and Basic Inferential Statistics
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